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Abstract

Effects of JPEG compression of reference image on multiple-target detection by using joint transform correlator are

quantitatively studied by using computer simulation. Two types of images with different spatial-frequency contents are

used as test scenes in the presence of noise in the input plane and the contrast difference. The results show that in com-

parison with the use of the compressed reference with high spatial-frequency contents, the multiple-target detection by

using the joint transform correlator with the compressed reference with low spatial-frequency contents produces better

detection performance in that it is robust to noise and contrast difference for a wide range of compression qualities.

While in the presence of noise and contrast difference, the compression of the reference image with high spatial-

frequency contents may cause false alarms.
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1. Introduction

With a rapid development of technologies for

array detector and display, joint transform corre-

lator (JTC) has been found to be useful for imple-
menting real-time pattern recognition and
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classification [1–5], because it does not need a pri-

ori synthesis of matched-filters. In real-time JTC, a

target image captured by a charge-couple device

(CCD) sensor and a reference image stored in a

computer system are displayed side-by-side onto
an electrically addressed spatial light modulator

(EASLM) placed in a front focal plane of a Fou-

rier transforming lens. By illuminating perpendicu-

larly the EASLM with collimated laser light, the

joint power spectrum (JPS) of the input images
ed.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of optical setup for implementing

real-time multiple-target detection by using the JTC with

compressed reference images.
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are generated at the back focal plane of the lens.

The JPS is captured by the CCD sensor, and then

is re-Fourier transformed either optically or digi-

tally in order to obtain the correlation output.

By quantifying the correlation output, the degree
of similarity between the target and the reference

images can be measured. Although the JTC archi-

tecture is indeed useful for implementing classifica-

tion systems, the process of displaying the target

and the reference images onto the EASLM intro-

duces a time delay that is caused by a serial nature

of signal communication between the computer

and the EASLM. This time delay is dependent
upon the file size of the images. Furthermore, in

real-world automatic target recognition, a number

of target images to be detected always increases.

Since the JTC is sensitive to rotation and scale

changes of the target, a database of the reference

images must contain all possible variations of rota-

tion and scale changes of the target. Thus, the

application of the JTC to automatic target recog-
nition requires considerable storage capability.

In order to solve these problems, a real-time

JTC by using JPEG-compressed reference images

has been proposed by Widjaja and Suripon [6].

In our previous work, the recognition perfor-

mance of JTC under situations where the target

is corrupted by noise and has contrast difference

with respect to the reference are quantitatively
studied by using two types of images with different

spatial-frequency contents. In comparison with

the use of the compressed reference with high spa-

tial-frequency content, the results show that the

JTC by using the compressed reference image with

low spatial-frequency content offers a better recog-

nition performance in that it is robust to noise and

contrast difference for a wide range of compres-
sion levels.

In order to further verify the feasibility of our

proposed method, computer simulation of the

multi-target detection by using the JTC with com-

pressed reference images is done by taking into ac-

count the presence of noise and contrast difference.

In this work, the JPEG algorithm is also employed

to compress the reference images. The detection
performance is measured by using a ratio of the

autocorrelation peak intensity to the intensity of

the secondary peak (PSR).
2. Theoretical background

2.1. Multiple-target JTC using compressed

reference images

A schematic diagram for implementing the real-

time multiple-target detection by using the JTC

with compressed reference images is illustrated in

Fig. 1. The compressed reference rc(x,y) and the

input scene consisting of N target images ti(x,y)

are displayed side-by-side with a separation of

2x0 onto the EASLM. This joint input image can

be mathematically written as

f ðx; yÞ ¼ rcðx� x0; yÞ þ
XN
i¼1

tiðxþ xi þ x0; y þ yiÞ;

ð1Þ
where xi and yi correspond to the relative position
of the target in the x and the y-directions, respec-

tively. Under a presence of an additive white

Gaussian noise n(x,y) at the input scene and a con-

trast difference between the target and the com-

pressed reference images, the joint input image

can be rewritten as

f ðx; yÞ ¼ rcðx� x0; yÞ þ cT
XN
i¼1

tiðxþ xi þ x0; y þ yiÞ

þ nðxþ x0; yÞ; ð2Þ

where cT is the amplitude ratio of the target to the

reference images. cT becomes greater, equal, or

smaller than 1 when the contrast of the reference
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image is lower, equal, or higher than that of the

target, respectively. After a Fourier transforma-

tion by the lens L1, the JPS captured by the

CCD sensor is found to be
Uðu; vÞ ¼ jRcðu; vÞj2 þ c2T
XN
i¼1

jT iðu; vÞj2 þ jNðu; vÞj2 þ cTNðu; vÞ
XN
i¼1

T �
i ðu; vÞ exp½�j2pðxiuþ yivÞ�

" #

þ cTN �ðu; vÞ
XN
i

T iðu; vÞ exp½j2pðxiuþ yivÞ�
" #

þ c2T
XN
i¼1

XN
k¼1
k 6¼i

T �
i ðu; vÞT kðu; vÞ expf�j2p½ðxi � xkÞuþ ðyi � ykÞv�g

2
664

3
775

þ c2T
XN
i¼1

XN
k¼1
k 6¼i

T iðu; vÞT �
kðu; vÞ expfj2p½ðxi � xkÞuþ ðyi � ykÞv�g

2
664

3
775

þ cTRcðu; vÞ
XN
i¼1

T �
i ðu; vÞ expf�j2p½ðxi þ 2x0Þuþ yiv�g

" #

þ cTR�
cðu; vÞ

XN
i¼1

T iðu; vÞ expfj2p½ðxi þ 2x0Þuþ yiv�g
" #

þ Rcðu; vÞN �ðu; vÞ expð�j4px0uÞ þ Nðu; vÞR�
Cðu; vÞ expðj4px0uÞ; ð3Þ
where (u,v) are the spatial-frequency coordinates

in the horizontal and the vertical directions at

the Fourier plane, respectively. They are related

to the actual coordinates (x,y) by x = kfu and

y = kfv, with k and f stand for the wavelength

and the focal length of the lens L1, respectively.

In Eq. (3), Rc(u,v), Ti(u,v) and N(u,v) are the Fou-

rier transforms of the compressed reference, the ith
target, and the noise, respectively. The first three

terms of Eq. (3) are associated with the autocorre-

lations of the reference, the input targets, and the

noise, respectively. The fourth and fifth terms are

cross-correlations between the targets and the

noise. The cross-correlations between different tar-

gets correspond to the sixth and seventh terms,

while the eighth and the ninth are the cross-corre-
lations between the reference and the input targets.

The last two terms correspond to the cross-correla-
tion between the reference and the noise. After dis-

playing the captured JPS onto the EASLM, the

second Fourier transformation produces the corre-

lation output at the back focal plane of the lens L1.
The correlation signals corresponding to the last

four terms are of particular interest, because these

terms appear at the same position. They can be

mathematically written as:

Cðx; yÞ ¼ rcðx; yÞ � cT
XN
n¼1

tiðx; yÞ

� d½x� ðxi þ 2x0Þ; y � yi�
þ rcðx; yÞ � nðx; yÞ � dðx� 2x0; yÞ. ð4Þ

The first term of Eq. (4) corresponds to the desired

cross-correlation of the input target scene with the

compressed reference images which is scaled by the

contrast ratio cT. The second one is the unwanted

correlation of the compressed reference with the

noise. However since the input scene consists of

multiple targets, besides the contrast difference,
the detection of the correct target may be affected
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by the correlation of the compressed reference with

the non-target and the noise.

2.2. JPEG compression algorithm

In the JPEG algorithm, an image compression

is achieved by discarding information that is not

easily perceived by human eye such as high spa-

tial-frequency components and small variations

in color of images. Hence, the JPEG performs well

on the continuous-tone images, while the image

with many sudden jumps in intensity or color will

not be compressed well. The JPEG compression
algorithm employs a discrete cosine transform

(DCT) to provide information of images in the

spatial-frequency domain. By quantizing the spa-

tial-frequencies and rounding its quantized infor-

mation to the nearest integer, the redundant

information is discarded. Further compression is

done by encoding the results with a run length

encoding and Huffman coding. This process com-
presses the data content of the source image with-

out degradation of image quality. A rigorous

discussion of the JPEG-image compression can

be found in [7].
3. Results and discussions

3.1. Compressed reference images

In order to study the effects of the reference im-

age compression on the multiple-target detection

by using the JTC, fingerprint and human face

images with high and low contrasts were employed

as the target and the reference images. The size of

each image was 23 KB and consisted of 124 · 186
pixels with gray scale levels. The input target scene

contained two different images with one of them

was identical to the original reference image. Fig.

2(a) and (b) show the input scene and the reference

for the high-contrast fingerprint and human face,

while their low-contrast images are shown in Figs.

2(c) and (d). The original reference images were

compressed into the JPEG format by using the
ACDsee software (The 2000 ACD systems, Ltd.).

In this software, the quality of the compressed

images is determined by a parameter called the
quality factor (QF) whose value can be varied

from 0 to 100. The lower the QF, the better the

compression. Fig. 3 shows the compression ratio

(CR) of each reference image as a function of the

QF. The CR defined as the ratio of the original
to the compressed image size describes the amount

of storage size saved by the compression. It can be

seen from Fig. 3 that the CR of the human face im-

age is higher than that of the fingerprint image, be-

cause the human face image contains more low

spatial-frequency components. In the quantization

process, reduction of the magnitude of these fre-

quency components increases the number zeroes.
As a consequence, more redundant information

is discarded. Since the low-contrast image also

contains more low spatial-frequency components,

its CR becomes higher than that of the high-

contrast image.

3.2. Simulation results

In the simulation, the input target scene and the

compressed reference image were combined to

form the joint input image with the separation

2x0 = 248 pixels, while the distance between the

desired target and the undesired object images

was 186 pixels in the y-direction. The Fourier

transformation and the noise were calculated by

using the 2-D FFT and the IMNOSIE commands
of Matlab 6.0 run on a personal computer, respec-

tively. The JPS was computed by taking the mod-

ulus square of the generated Fourier spectrum of

the joint input image. By calculating the inverse

Fourier transform of the JPS and then taking the

modulus squared of the result, the correlation out-

put intensity was generated. Finally, the correla-

tion quality of the multiple-target detection
output was quantified by measuring the PSR in

the correlation plane.

3.2.1. Compressed high-contrast fingerprint as the

reference image

The three-dimensional (3-D) plots of the corre-

lation output of the multiple-fingerprint detection

by using the JTC with the high-contrast fingerprint
reference are shown in Fig. 4. The correlation out-

put shown in Fig. 4(a) consists of two peaks, be-

cause there are two targets. The first peak



Fig. 2. Multiple-target and reference images: (a) high-contrast fingerprint, (b) high-contrast human face, (c) low-contrast fingerprint,

and (d) low-contrast human face.
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produced by the autocorrelation of the uncom-

pressed high-contrast fingerprint, while the second

one is the cross-correlation of the reference with
the non-target fingerprint. For this reason, the first
Fig. 4. Simulation results of the multiple-target JTC, (a) autocorrela

correlation outputs by using the compressed high-contrast fingerprin

scene is: (b) noise-free high-contrast fingerprint image, (c) noisy high

fingerprint image (r2 = 1).
peak is higher and sharper than the undesired sec-

ondary peak. Fig. 4(b)–(d) shows the correlation

outputs of the JTC by using the compressed

high-contrast fingerprint at QF = 10 as the refer-

ence. In Fig. 4(b), the high-contrast multiple-
fingerprint target is free from noise. The resultant

correlation peak is slightly lower compared with

that of the uncompressed case shown in Fig.

4(a). This is the effect of the compression on the

reference image [6,8]. Fig. 4(c) and (d) show the

resultant detection of the high- and low-contrast

multiple-targets which are corrupted by noise with

variance r2 = 1, respectively. In the case of the
noisy high-contrast fingerprint target, the correla-

tion plane is slightly noisy and the peak intensity

of both desired and undesired correlations are

about one order of magnitude lower than the

noise-free multiple-target. However, in the case

of the noisy low-contrast target, the correlation

plane appears very noisy. This makes the determi-

nation of the correct correlation peaks become dif-
ficult. The reason of this is that the low-contrast

image has luminance which is weaker than the

noise [6]. This produces noisy correlation plane.
tion of the uncompressed high-contrast fingerprint; and cross-

t reference (QF = 10) under a situation that the multiple-target

-contrast fingerprint image (r2 = 1) and (d) noisy low-contrast
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Fig. 5. The PSR-based measurement of the detection perfor-

mance of the JTC as a function of the QF of the compressed

high-contrast fingerprint reference.
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Since the target has lower contrast than the refer-

ence, the correlation of the compressed reference
with the target is reduced by a factor cT which is

less than 1. Because of these two reasons, the effect

of noise on the recognition of the low-contrast tar-

get is found to be stronger than that of the high-

contrast target with same noise level.

Fig. 5 shows the variation of the PSRs as a

function of the QF of the compressed high-con-

trast fingerprint reference for different multiple-
target scenes. In general, the PSRs gradually

increase as the QF increases, because less informa-

tion is discarded from the compressed reference

image. When the degree of similarity between the

target and the compressed reference images im-

proves, the correlation quality becomes better

and the PSRs increase. However, the PSRs of the

low-contrast fingerprint target are lower than that
of the high-contrast target and they decrease dras-

tically when the noise level increases. As men-

tioned in the preceding paragraph, this is the

consequence of scaling of the correlation function

by the contrast ratio and also by the sensitivity of

the low-contrast image to noise. Therefore, the

recognition of the noisy multiple-fingerprint de-

pends on the contrast rather than the compression
level of the reference image.
3.2.2. Compressed low-contrast fingerprint as the

reference image

Fig. 6(a)–(d) illustrates the 3-D correlation out-

puts of the multiple-fingerprint detection by using

JTC with the low-contrast fingerprint as the refer-
ence image. The autocorrelation peak of the

uncompressed low-contrast fingerprint image

shown in Fig. 6(a) is almost as sharp as the auto-

correlation of the high-contrast target shown in

Fig. 4(a). However, its peak intensity reduces by

three orders of magnitude, because the contrast

is low. The secondary peak is also lower and

broader than that of the high-contrast finger-
print. Fig. 6(b) illustrates the output correlation

of the noise-free low-contrast multiple-fingerprint

with the low-contrast reference compressed at

QF = 10. Both correlation peaks become broad

and their peaks further decrease. This occurs be-

cause the compressed low-contrast fingerprint ref-

erence image suffers more from loss of high

spatial-frequency contents. As the compressed ref-
erence image now contains mainly the low spatial-

frequency components, the impulse response of the

JTC with this compressed reference image be-

comes broad. Fig. 6(b) also reveals that, because

of the compression, the intensity of the desired

correlation peak is reduced more than that of the

undesired peak, yielding false detection. Fig. 6(c)

and (d) shows the detection outputs of the noisy
low- and high-contrast multiple-fingerprint target

with variance r2 = 1, respectively. Since the lumi-

nance of the noisy low-contrast multiple-target is

weaker than the noise, the correlation term

rc(x,y) * n(x,y) gives the greatest output. As a re-

sult, the correlation peaks are buried in strong

noise. However, when the target scene is the noisy

high-contrast fingerprint with variance r2 = 1, the
target luminance is stronger than the noise and

the contrast ratio cT is greater than unity. The out-

put correlation of the compressed reference with

the multiple-target becomes greater than that of

the other terms. Therefore, although the correla-

tion plane is noisy, the correlation peaks can be

clearly observed.

Fig. 7 shows the PSRs as a function of the QF of
the compressed low-contrast fingerprint reference

for different multiple-target scenes. It is obvious

that as the QF increases, the PSRs increase more



Fig. 6. Simulation results of the multiple-target JTC, (a) autocorrelation of the uncompressed low-contrast fingerprint; and cross-

correlation outputs by using the compressed low-contrast fingerprint reference (QF = 10) under a situation that the multiple-target

scene is: (b) noise-free low-contrast fingerprint, (c) noisy low-contrast fingerprint (r2 = 1) and (d) noisy high-contrast fingerprint

(r2 = 1).
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rapidly than that of the compressed high-contrast

fingerprint shown in Fig. 5. This indicates that

the use of the compressed low-contrast fingerprint

reference degrades significantly the performance
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Fig. 7. The PSR-based measurement of the detection perfor-

mance of the JTC as a function of the QF of the compressed

low-contrast fingerprint reference.
of multiple-target detection by the JTC. The severe

effect of compression on the detection of the low-

contrast multiple-fingerprint can be observed when

the QF is less than 20 in which the PSRs become

smaller than unity. It is obvious that in comparison

with the high-contrast target, the detection of the

low-contrast multiple-fingerprint target is depen-

dent more upon the noise. When the variance of
the noise is equal to 1, the PSR of the noisy low-

contrast multiple-fingerprint never exceeds unity.

This is because the low-contrast target image is eas-

ily corrupted by the noise. Therefore, besides the

compression, the detection of the noisy multiple-

target is dependent upon the contrast difference be-

tween the target and the reference image. In order

to avoid the false detection, the low-contrast finger-
print reference cannot be compressed as small as

the high-contrast reference.
3.2.3. Compressed high-contrast human face as the

reference image

Fig. 8(a) shows the 3-D plot of the output cor-

relation of the high-contrast multiple-human face



Fig. 8. Simulation results of the multiple-target JTC, (a) autocorrelation of the uncompressed high-contrast human face; and cross-

correlation outputs by using the compressed high-contrast human face reference (QF = 10) under a situation that the multiple-target

scene is: (b) noise-free high-contrast human face, (c) noisy high-contrast human face (r2 = 1) and (d) noisy low-contrast human face

(r2 = 1).
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Fig. 9. The PSR-based measurement of the detection perfor-

mance of the JTC as a function of the QF of the compressed

high-contrast human face reference.
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with the uncompressed reference. It is clear that

the desired correlation output is sharper and its

peak intensity is higher than that of the undesired

peak. The broadening of the autocorrelation peak

is because the human face reference image contains

less high spatial-frequency components. Fig. 8(b)–

(d) illustrate the correlation outputs of the JTC by
using the compressed high-contrast human face as

the reference at QF = 10 for different multiple-

target scenes. Fig. 8(b) illustrates the output detec-

tion of the noise-free high-contrast multiple-target

which is slightly affected by the compression. Fig.

8(c) and (d) show the resultant detections of the

high- and the low-contrast multiple-targets which

are corrupted by noise with variance r2 = 1,
respectively. It can be seen that the correlation

outputs depend on the contrast difference. Due

to the lower contrast, the peak intensities of Fig.

8(d) are lower and its correlation plane is more

noisy than that of Fig. 8(c).

The variation of PSRs as a function of the

QF of compressed high-contrast human face ref-

erence for the different multiple-target scenes is
shown in Fig. 9. It is obvious that all PSRs

are almost independent of the compression.

Their magnitudes which are always greater than
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unity depend on the contrast difference and

noise. This ensures that false alarm will not oc-

cur in the correlation plane. In the case of the

detection of the multiple high-contrast human

face, the PSRs are slightly affected by the noise.
However, contrary results are obtained when the

contrast of the detected target are low. In the

case of the noise-free multiple-target, the correla-

tion of the low-contrast non-target human face

with the compressed high-contrast reference pro-

duces lower peak intensity than that of the high-

contrast non-target, because of the contrast

difference. As a result, the detection of the low-
contrast target yields a higher PSR than that

of the high-contrast target. When the multiple

low-contrast human face is corrupted by the

noise with variance r2 = 0.01, the peak intensity

produced by the correlation of the non-target is

further degraded because of the hyper sensitive

nature of the low-contrast image to noise. Thus,

its PSR increases further. However, when the
variance of the noise increases to be 1, the

PSR of the low-contrast multiple-target reduces
Fig. 10. Simulation results of the multiple-target JTC, (a) autocorrela

correlation outputs by using the compressed low-contrast human fac

scene is: (b) noise-free low-contrast human face, (c) noisy low-contra

(r2 = 1).
drastically. This is because of the stronger noise

signal than the target image, both correlation

terms produced by the target and the non-target
tion of the uncompressed low-contrast human face; and cross-

e reference (QF = 10) under a situation that the multiple-target

st human face (r2 = 1) and (d) noisy high-contrast human face



Table 1

Performance degradation of the multiple-target detection by using the JTC with compressed reference images

Compressed reference image Condition of multiple-target images

Noise free Noisy

High contrast Low contrast High contrast Low contrast

High-contrast fingerprint Gradual Gradual and significant Gradual and significant Severe

Low-contrast fingerprint Sudden Sudden and significant Sudden and significant Severe

High-contrast human face No No No No

Low-contrast human face Very small Very small Very small Very small
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are corrupted by the strong correlation of term

rc(x,y) * n(x,y).

3.2.4. Compressed low-contrast human face as the

reference image

Fig. 10(a)–(d) show the correlation outputs of

the multiple-human face detection by using JTC

with the low-contrast human face as the reference

image. Fig. 10(a) shows the output detection of the

noise-free low-contrast human face by using the

uncompressed reference. The correlation peaks

are broad and their peak intensities are reduced

by about two orders of magnitude compared with
that of the high-contrast human face target, be-

cause of the lower contrast. When the reference

image is compressed at QF = 10, the intensity of

both correlation peaks in Fig. 10(b) further de-

creases, and their correlation profiles broaden.

Fig. 10(c) and (d) show the detection outputs of

the noisy low- and the high-contrast multiple-

targets with variance r2 = 1, respectively. It is clear
that when the target is high-contrast human face,

the degradation of correlation output caused by

the noise is less than that of the low-contrast tar-

get. The desired correlation peak is even higher

than the case of autocorrelation shown in Fig.

10(a). This is because the image contrast is higher.

Fig. 11 shows the variation of PSRs as a func-

tion of the QF of the compressed low-contrast hu-
man face reference for different multiple-target

scenes. In comparison with the compressed high-

contrast human face, the use of the compressed

low-contrast gives similar results except that the

PSRs decrease abruptly when the compression

QF becomes very low. This is caused by the degra-

dation of the reference image by JPEG

compression.
4. Conclusions

In order to solve storage problem and improve

the response time of the real-time multiple-target

detection by using the JTC, the effects of compres-
sion of the reference image on the detection perfor-

mance have been quantitatively studied by using the

computer simulation. This study employed the fin-

gerprint and the human face images as test scenes

in the presence of noise in the input plane and the

contrast difference that may arise from unbalanced

illuminations. Table 1 summarizes the performance

degradation of the multiple-target detection by
using the JTC with compressed reference images.

When the reference image has low spatial-frequency

contents such as human face, the effects of compres-

sion of the reference on themultiple-target detection

by using JTC is not significant for all given target

scenes regardless of the noise and the contrast differ-

ence. This is an agreement with our previous study

of the single target detection [6]. This result verifies
the feasibility of our proposed method. Our study

shows that in contrast with the use of the com-

pressed reference with low spatial-frequency con-

tents, the multiple-target recognition by using the

compressed reference with high spatial-frequency

contents is not only determined by the contrast,

but also the noise and the compression as well. Fi-

nally, it is worth mentioning that the compression
of the low-contrast reference with high spatial-

frequency contents may yield false alarms.
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